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Abstract

Cost-effective lightweight design emerges as a pivotal focus for the automotive industry’s future.
Global competitiveness, stringent regulatory standards, and the integration of weight-intensive
electronic elements in modern propulsion systems require the development of lighter, more ef-
ficient chassis components.

With this perspective, topology optimization is extensively applied for the design of lightweight
components. The casting process stands as a time and cost-efficient method for automotive
mass production, widely adapted within the industry. Typically, weight optimization process
does not consider castability, leading to later-stage modifications . These modifications incur
additional time spent for manufacturability and often result in a heavier design than the ini-
tially optimized one. This thesis introduces an optimization process that optimizes weight and
castability concurrently during the early design phase, offering a solution to this challenge.

The study focuses on incorporating casting simulations into previously developed topology
optimization framework, which involves accommodating geometric casting constraints, includ-
ing directional molding, split-drawing, minimum member size, and draft angle considerations.
A previously established Python code, designed for topology optimization incorporating cast-
ing constraints, offers flexibility and scalability. This code utilizes the open-source FEniCS
Project as its finite element software, enabling the utilization of PETSc as a backend for linear
algebra operations to enhance efficiency. A casting simulation is performed using OpenFOAM,
focusing on flows involving heat transfer. A dedicated solver, employing the continuous adjoint
approach, is implemented within OpenFOAM to calculate sensitivities. These outcomes are
then merged with the topology optimization optimizer in FEniCS, leading to the establish-
ment of an integrated optimization approach.

The established solver undergoes validation by comparing the sensitivities computed with
the finite difference method. Subsequently, the integrated approach’s validation is carried out
through a 2-dimensional cantilever beam problem.


